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SUBJECT:

Strategic Planning Update

Management, staff and Board Members are engaging in the Board-wide process of
developing a new Strategic Plan with the assistance of DCA SOLID. Attached is the
Strategic Plan Process.
To date, we have completed stakeholder surveys as well as commenced staff focused
groups. We will be conducting Board member surveys to support this effort.
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• Conduct focus group
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2 Weeks

5 Weeks

2 Weeks

• Create facilitation plan

• SOLID drafts plan

• Survey stakeholders

• Conduct planning
session
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decide dates

• Conduct Board
member interviews

• Review
accomplishments

• Review plan with client • Establish timeframes
and make adjustments
• Determine metrics
• Board approval or
• Assign responsibilities
adoption

• Decide roles

• Executive. Officer
interview

• Revisit vision

• Post plan to website

• Define process
• Create customized
development plan
for client

• Revisit mission
• Compile and analyze
data

• Revisit values

• Review findings with
client

• Review environmental
scan results
• Establish goals and
objectives

• Prioritize objectives

• Draft action plan
• Review plan with client
and make adjustments
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Dennis Zanchi
Since joining the SOLID team in 2013, Dennis has conducted focus groups for the Department of Justice as well as DCA
boards and bureaus. Dennis has worked on strategic plans for Psychology, BPELSG and Optometry. Prior to DCA, Dennis
worked with colleges nationwide facilitating interactive sessions on a variety of education-related topics, including
sessions designed to draw out opinions, build consensus, and guide groups to discover new solutions. He helped college
administrators build a better framework for understanding student loan default prevention, financial literacy, and
student retention. He also develops evaluation measurement methods to quantify the success of various
initiatives. Prior to working with colleges, Dennis worked with credit unions nationwide to develop consumer research
and marketing plans. He is a graduate of CSU, Sacramento.
Elisa Chohan
Elisa Chohan joined the SOLID team in 2013. Since then, Elisa has partnered with the Board of Registered Nursing, the
Bureau of Real Estate Appraisers, the Cemetery and Funeral Bureau, the Court Reporters Board and the Structural Pest
Control Board to develop their organization's strategic plans. Elisa came directly from the Bureau of Automotive Repair
(BAR) Technical Training Unit. At BAR, Elisa was responsible for the implementation of new processes as well as the
creation of new curricula with a focus on adult learning theory and collaborative learning strategies. Prior to starting her
career in state service, Elisa was a high school teacher in the Sacramento area, where she worked to develop
accreditation plans and process improvement measures to increase institutional efficiency. She has extensive
experience with classroom management and developed strategies for behavioral and learning challenges. Elisa
graduated from University of California, Davis with a B.A. in History and earned her Masters of Education degree in 2012
from Sacramento State University.
Noel Cornelia
Noel brings over 10 years of experience providing innovative ideas for graphic facilitation of strategic planning sessions
in the areas of project management, administration, construction, engineering, and employee recognition. Noel leads
participants in the areas of team building, strategic visioning, process improvement, planning, conflict resolution, SWOT,
brainstorming, reflection, mission statements, and storyboarding. Noel is the State of California's leading expert in
Graphic Recording and Graphic Facilitation training and consulting. She is a Certified True Colors instructor whose sole
clients were executives and managers. Noel is a consultant for a dynamic government firm, local universities, private
sector businesses, and educators seeking to engage audiences visually. Recently, Noel created the first comprehensive
academy for visual communication exclusively for the public sector to build teams and strengthen California's leaders.
Noel graduated from CSU, Sacramento, is pursuing graduate studies in Art Therapy, and has been a small business
owner for over 14 years.
Ted Evans
Ted Joined SOLID in 2014. At DCA he has developed strategic plans for the Architects Board and the Bureau of Security
and Investigative Services. Ted previously worked as a Systems Engineer on the new product implementation team at
Meridian Systems. While at Meridian, he created deployment plans, training coursework, knowledge base
documentation, and testing metrics. Additionally, he created process maps to support and train clients in their
transition to new software. Ted also brings over 15 years of operational management expertise, specializing in process
improvement. He developed and implemented successful strategic plans and operations analysis for technology service
providers and high-volume restaurant/entertainment facilities. Ted has degrees in Information Technology and Physical
Science/Mathematics, and a Bachelor ofScience from CSU, Sacramento in Business Administration with a concentration
in Human Resources & Organizational Behavior.
Brianna Miller
Brianna joined the SOLID team in 2015. Brianna has worked for the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) since 2010,
serving at the Board of Optometry, the Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) and, most recently, as the DCA's Policy
Coordinator in the Division of Programs & Policy Review. In her role as Policy Coordinator, Brianna facilitated policy
discussions in monthly Policy Review Committee meetings. Additionally, Brianna has drafted procedural guides and
handbooks, and has led presentations for DCA staff and stakeholders. Brianna graduated from University of California,
Davis with a B.A. in Psychology and is expecting to complete a Master's of Science degree in Industrial/Organizational
Psychology in Summer 2015. Brianna brings graduate-level Organizational Development and Organizational Psychology
knowledge in psychometrics, data analysis, needs assessments, job analyses and employee behavior to SOLID's clients.

